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the phasing is insanely complex in all of my songs. i have some
songs that look very casual like "emergency room," but as you go
deeper they start to look even more fucking complex. and i even
have a song like "death by sexy" that has like 50 different sounds
going on. i thought this was interesting: the guardian : "muse offer

up a lyrically morbid take on the eeriness of the natural world"
and "it can be seen as a celebration of being together in all their

natural glory." which is interesting because i never read it as
celebration. to me it's about being alone and powerless in a

dangerous world with no adults or social structure to help you. im
not saying its depressing, but its undoubtedly creepy. and

certainly, against the bleak landscape, his voice rings off in a way
that's uniquely intimate and depressing. actually, i guess it doesnt
make sense to even call it "depressing." i don't know what to call
it. it's just like "stalker" and "creepy" and "object of desire" all in

one. im just looking at pictures of you and it gives me a really sad
feeling. the more i think about it, the more i think that its possible

to make the case that a band such as mcr is so unrelentingly
perfect due to the fact that all parties concerned have such a

strong sense of what they like/need. thats true, but only because
ive always had such an intense need to be a great actor, and

because ive been able to give the strength to a performance like
this that only comes with a steady dose of the career poison the
black parade. i appreciate the sudden improvements, because

that lets me know my adrenaline-fueled adjustments are making
an actual difference, but i know the people (those that i know)
involved with the making of this song, and i know what theyre
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really like, so i can tell when theyre just making stuff up on the
spot.
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while most reactions are reversible, some are not. a
thermochemical reaction is a reversible thermochemical reaction.

in a thermochemical reaction, the reactants are converted to
products without increasing or decreasing in temperature.

thermochemical reactions occur in nature, and sometimes the
reactants are more stable than the products. in these cases,

energy is released rather than absorbed. the band had a history of
being vocal about its lifestyle, and the band was not shy about its
enthusiasm for the things it believed in. for example, they became
a couple in high school, and while gerard way has not confirmed

this, he appears to be asexual. in the same way, the band made a
point of promoting animal rights and veganism, and have been

critical of the use of animals in entertainment and meat
production. for example, the band has advocated for a video
game company to replace violent, animal-based targets with
avatars made of synthetic materials instead. even the band’s

name, my chemical romance, is a reference to the line in the pink
floyd song “have a cigar”, which they quote in a live performance:
“have a nice day, bye”. the band’s fanbase and their releases are
all named after flowers, fruits or animals, with “the black parade”
named after a wild flower and “the cure for pain” named after a

poisonous flower. more recently, a member of the band has
released a song on youtube named after himself: “arms of mine”.
it’s a great track, and a fitting way to close out their discography.
read more on last.fm. user-contributed text is available under the

creative commons by-sa license; additional terms may apply.
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